
ON THE SUMMABILITY OF FOURIER SERIES. I*

BY

EINAR HILLE and J. D. TAMARKIN

1. Introduction. The present paper is the first of a sequence of memoirs

that the authors intend to devote to various aspects of the theory of sum-

mability of Fourier series and of associated series. In this first paper we

consider the application of the Nörlund means to such series, and we derive

sufficient (partly also necessary) conditions that such a method of summation

be effective with respect to these series in one sense or other to be described

below.

Let A denote a regular method of limitation (summation) defined by a

triangularf matrix SI = ¡|amn\\, and the infinite set of equations

m

(1.01) ym =   Y,amnxn (m » 0, 1, 2, • • •)
n=0

which coordinate a new sequence {ym} to a given sequence {xn}. The as-

sumed regularity of 21 implies that lim ym = lim xn whenever the latter limit

exists as a finite quantity. The sequence {xn} is limitable A to the limit £ if

lim ym=£. If xn denotes the wth partial sum of a series, and lim ym = ^, the

series is said to be summable A to the sum £. We denote by *A the class of all

regular triangular matrices SI.

We shall be concerned with a sub-class Jvf of <vf consisting of matrices 9Î.

Each matrix 9? is defined by a sequence of complex numbers {pv} such that

(1.02) Pn  =   p0 + pl+   ■■■   +pn*   0.

The elements amn of 9Î are defined by

,.    -,, (pm-n/Pm,   «  è  W,
(1-03) amn = <

{      0, n > m,

so that the generalized limit of the sequence {xn} is taken to be

(1.04) (N, p,)-lim xn = lim P^ipnXo + />„_i*i + • • • + P«xn)

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1928, and March 25, 1932; received by the editors

April 19, 1932. Some special cases of the results of the present paper were communicated to the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences on November 7,1928, see [4]. Here and below numbers in square brackets

refer to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.

f The matrix is of course an infinite square matrix. The word triangular refers to the fact that

all the elements above the main diagonal are zero: am„ = 0 if n>m.
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provided this limit exists. The conditions of regularity are

n

(1.05) H\pt\<C\Pn\,        Pn/Pn^O,
k-0

where C denotes a fixed positive constant.

Such a definition of limitation was first given by G. F. Woronoi [8] who

assumed that pn >0 and that «~"P„ is bounded for some value of a. Woronoi's

note was scarcely observed at the time of its appearance and was, at any rate,

soon forgotten. It is customary nowadays to attach these definitions of

summation to the name of N. E. Nörlund [6] who proved some important

properties of such means assuming pn>0 and pn/Pn~>0- We conform to this

usage in the following. We use the symbol (N, p,) to denote the Nörlund

method of summation defined by the sequence {p,}.

It is occasionally of interest to compare the definition (1.04) with the fol-

lowing:

(1.06) (R, p,)-lha xn = lim Pn'ipoXo + plXl + ■ ■ ■ + p„xn),

subject to the regularity condition

n

(1.07) Eli* I <c\pn\,   Ip-I-k»,
k-0

which definition played a rôle in the early development of the typical means

of M. Riesz (cf. G. H. Hardy [2]).

We shall consider four different classes of trigonometric series which will

be referred to by the symbols L, L, V and L' in the following. With each such

series there is associated a sum-function defined almost everywhere, e.g. the

Abel-Poisson sum of the series. We use the same symbol for the class of sum

functions as for the corresponding class of series. Thus L denotes both the

class of all measurable functions, periodic with period 27r and integrable in

the sense of Lebesgue over the interval ( — -k, it) , and the class of all Fourier-

Lebesgue series, the association being

(1.08) /(*)~ ¿/.e-«*,  /.-— f    f(t)e-»«dt.

The conjugate series of the Fourier series oif(x) is

oo

(1.09) -¿EsgnW/,«"-,

the corresponding sum-function being
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(1.10) /(*) * - - bm J'[f(x + t)- f(x - t)] cot -^ dt,

which exists almost everywhere. The class of all such series or functions is

denoted by L. If/(#) is of bounded variation, the series

+00

(1.11) t'Z)«/nenix,

+0C

(1.12) El»l/»«"ix
—oo

are members of the classes L' and L' respectively, the corresponding sum

functions being f'(x) and

i-*
dt(1.13) /'(*) « - r lim   f T [/(* + 0 + /(* -t)~ 2f(x)\sin^\

4ir «-«   J« L       2 J
respectively.

2. The effectiveness problem. Now let % be a class of trigonometric series

+00

(2.01) 2>» «"<•*,
—00

each series having an associated generalized sum-function F(x). In the sequel

£ will be one of the four classes defined above, but the following considera-

tions have a sense in more general cases. Put

+n

(2.02) Fn(x) =   £>*«"*

and substitute

Xn = Fn(x), ym = T„ix, F)

in (1.01) so that
+ m /       m \

(2.03) rm(x,F)=    £    \   £    amn\Fke*i*.
h—m     I n=|Jfc| /

Let EF be a point set in the interval ( — x, 7r) defined for each function

F(x) c Ï and such that, at every point x c EF, F(x) has a finite definite value

and satisfies a prescribed condition of regularity. EF will usually vary from

one function to the other in Ï and may be vacuous.

Definition 1. The method of summation A is said to be (X, EF)-effective if

(2.04) lim rm(x, F) = F(x)
m—»w

whenever F(x) c Ï and x c £F.
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We are not aware of any general attack on this (Ï, EF) -effectiveness prob-

lem, and we are not able to solve it in its generality. But in view of the im-

portance of this range of questions we consider it worth while to solve the

problem for subclasses of <¡A and for particular choices of £ and EF. Thus in

the present paper we are concerned with the class ?{, and in order to get satis-

factory results we have to impose fairly severe restrictions on the generating

sequence {p,\ some of which are undoubtedly due to imperfections of the

method.

The class % will be any one of the four classes L, L, L' and Jj mentioned

above. We consider six different types of sets EF, viz. two in connection with

each of the classes L and L and one for each of the classes V and L'. These

are the sets of (*)-regular points where the asterisk represents one of the six

symbols F, L,F, L, V and L'. These sets will now be defined. In the following

f(x) c L and the set of values of x for which f(x) does not have a finite defi-

nite value is disregarded. The following notation will be employed :

(2.05) f(x +t)+ fix - t) - 2f(x) m <t>(t),

(2.06) j   p(s)ds = <bx(t),
Jo

(2.07) f   |*(í)|dí= *(0,
J o

(2.08) f(x + t)~f(x-t)**p(l),

(2.09) f   P(s)ds m fr®,
Jo

(2.10) f   \Ms)\ds = *(t),
Jo

(2.11) /(* + t) - f(x -  ) - 2tf'(x) m x(t),

(2.12) f \dMs)\ =*o(0,

(2.13) f |d.x(i)| =Xo(0.
Jo

In the last three formulas f(x) is supposed to be of bounded variation and we

disregard the set of measure zero in whichf'(x) does not exist as a finite num-

ber.

Definition 2. A point xfor which fix) has a finite definite value is said tobe

(i) (F)-regular if <f>(t)->0 with t;

(ii) (L)-reguiar if <P(/) =o(t);
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(iii) (F) -regular if it is a point of continuity of fix) and f ix) exists and is

finite (see formula (1.10));

(iv) (L)-regular if ^(i) =o(t) and f ix) exists and is finite;

(v) (L')-regular if f(u) is of bounded variation in ( —ir, ir),f'(x) exists and

is finite and \o(t) =o(t);

(vi) (L') -regular if f(u) is of bounded variation in ( — ir,ir),f'(x) exists and

is finite (see formula (1.13)) and <p0(<) =o(t).

We designate the set of (*)-regular points with respect to a given function

f(x) in the interval ( — ir, w) by E(*;f). We have clearly

(2.14) E(L;f) 3 E(F;f) d E(F;f),

(2.15) E(L;f) d E(P;f).

It is well known that the sets E(L;f), E(L;f), E(L';f) and E(L';f) all have

the measure 27r.

Definition 3. A method of summation which is (£, EF)-effective is said to

be

(i) (F)-effective if X = L, EF = É(F;f);
(ii) (L)-effiective ifX = L,EF = EiL ; f) ;
(iii) (F)-effective if% = L,EF = E(F; f) ;
(iv) (Ineffective ifZ = L,EF = E(L ; f) ;
(v) (L')-effective if £ = V, EF = E(L';f) ;
(vi) (L')-effective if £ = 2', EF = E(L';f);
(vii) Fourier-effective if it is effective in the sense of (i)-(vi) simultaneously.

The obvious implications between the different types of effectiveness are

(2.16) (L)-*(F),

(2.17) (£)-»(*).

3. Summary of the results. The main result of our investigation is

Theorem I. A regular Nörlund method of summation (N, p,) is Fourier-

effective if the generating sequence {p,} satisfies the following conditions :

(3.01) n\p»\ <C\Pn\,

n

(3.02) T,k\ pk - pk-i\ <C\Pn\,
*=i

n    I Pk\
(3.03) £J-L<C|Pn|,

k-\     k

where C is a fixed constant independent of n.
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These conditions are certainly not necessary in general, but they are

partly necessary in what is perhaps the most important case, as is shown by

Theorem II. If pn>0 and \pr] satisfies (3.01) and (3.02), then condition

(3.03) becomes necessary as well as sufficient for the regular method (N, />„) to

be (F)-effective.

The proofs of these theorems occupy §§4-8 and §9 respectively. §9 also con-

tains a more detailed study of the method (N, pr) in the case where p, >0 and

pv is ultimately monotone, or in the more general case where conditions (3.01),

(3.02) are satisfied (local sufficient conditions for summability when (3.03)

does not hold and determination of the order of the Lebesgue constants to-

gether with construction of methods with given order of growth of the Le-

besgue constants). §10 contains special examples. §11 contains some results

based on the fact that any definition of summability which includes (C, 1)

(in the terminology of W. A. Hurwitz) is also Fourier-effective.

4. Basic formulas. We assume /(«) c L,

oo

(4.01) /(«)~ E/*«*iu
— 00

and put

(4.02) sn(x) =  E/*e*",
—n

(4.03) ~sn(x) - - i ¿ sgn (k)fkeki*,
— n

n

(4.04) <,„(*) = sn(x) + ts~n(x) = /o + 2 E/t «*".
i

We form the «th (N, p,)-mean of the sequence {Fm(x)}

1
Tn(x,F)   =   —     ^pn-kFk(x),

Pn     i=0

substituting for Fk(x) successively sk(x), sk(x) and ffk(x), and we denote the

results by Nn[f(x), p.], Nn[f(x), pr] and 9l„[/(*), p.] respectively. We write

%.!/(*), PA =   f f(x + mn(t)dt

(4.05) =  f f(x + t) [Nn(t) + iÑn(t)]dt

= Nu\Ä*),P'] + ÍÑn[f(x), P,].
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Putting

n n n

(4.06) $„(<) = E^«4i< =  E/>* cos kt + i Eí* sin M - (5B(í) + f@,(í),
t-0 fc«0 fc=0

we have

91,(0

(4.07)

and

(4.08)

Nn(t) + iÑnit)   = ——"     ¿A,_J~1 + 2 Ee""!Í,l
2irP„      4=0 L m-l J

= ^-\(Pn sin — J    e-<»+1'««$B(/) - cot —1

Nn(t) = i|4TP,,sin — i    {e-<"+1'«i'^„(í) - e(»+l'2>i'^B(- t)\

= í 2ttP„ sin —i    {£„(/) sin (» + §)/ - ©„(f) eos (« + J)í}.

We note also that

1       JL        sin (¿ + \)t
(4.09) ff„(í) = ——   E^n-,       \       "   ,

2irP„    t_o sin ^/

which shows that

(4.10) f   NK(t)dt = 1.

Assuming /(m) to have a finite definite value for u = x, and using the notation

of (2.05) together with the fact that Nn(t) is an even function, we get

(4.11) NnU(x), p,\-f(x) =   (  <t>(t)Nn(t)dt.
Jo

The conjugate function/(x) is defined for almost every x, in particular for

xc £(¿;/), by

1 /•* /
(4.12) f(x)-lim        p(t) cot —dt

2* -o J, 2

(see (1.10) and (2.08)). It follows that ioixcE(L;f)

(4.13) Ñn[f(x), pr] - f(x) = lim   frp(t)Ñn(t)dt,

where
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_ 1 /
Nn(t)   =   Nn(l)    +   — COt —

2x 2

(4.14) =J4irP„sin— 1    {«-^'»''^(l)+«<•««»«$.(-f)}

= i 2irPn sin — i    {©„(«) sin (n + |)/ + <£»(*) cos (« + 4)*}.

We now pass over to the derived series and to its conj'ugate series, i.e. the

series
+00

(4.15) ¿X>/;*e"

+00

(4.16) El* I/*«"*,
— 00

assuming/(w) to be of bounded variation in ( — w, ir). The wth partial sums

of these two series are sñ (x) and sñ(x) respectively (see (4.02) and (4.03)).

The nth (N, />„)-mean of the sequence {aj. (x)} is

(4. n)   3i„' [fix), p,] = J\nit)dtfix +1) = n: [f(x), p,] + w: [fix), p,\,

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x and the symbols

have the sense defined above. Assuming f'(x) to exist, we get

(4.18) N: [fix), p,] -fix) =   C'NniOdxit).
Jo

Further,

ñ:\j(x),p,] = ('Ñ(t)d4>it)
Jo

But

=  f   Ñn(t)d<bil) + f  Nnit)d<bit)-f   cot — debit)-
Jo J l/n                                      2irJ\/n            2

if1/ i     e        i rT   r    n-2
-I    cot — dibit) = — cot — <b(e)-I    <^(/)  sin —     dt.

2r J e          2 2%         2               4ir J,         L       2j

At an (¿')-regular point cp(e)=o(e) since this estimate holds for <po(«). It

follows that the first term on the right tends to zero and the second one tends

to f'(x) as t—>0. Hence

(4.19) Ñ: [f(x), p,] - /'(*) =   f     Ñn(t)dH»(t) +   f  Nnit)d4>i0 + o(l)
J 0 J l/n

at (¿0-regular points.
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5. Preliminary lemmas. The subsequent discussion will center around the

singular integrals in formulas (4.11), (4.13), (4.18) and (4.19). It will be as-

sumed throughout that the sequence {pr} satisfies conditions (1.05) so that

(N, pe) is a regular definition of summation.

Formula (4.11) offers the simplest problem especially when xcE(F;f).

Necessary conditions in order that the integral in (4.11) shall tend to zero

for every/(m) ci at all points xc£(F;/) are well known. One condition is

that

(5.01) f Nn(t)dt^>0

as m—» °°, (a, ß) being any closed sub-interval of (0, w) not containing the

origin. This condition is satisfied by virtue of regularity conditions (1.05),

and (4.09), since
/•<*  sin (n + \)t

lim-dt = 0
/ sin (t/2)

for any fixed a, ß provided 0 <a <ß ^ it.

The second, and more restrictive, condition is that

(5.02) f
Jo

Nn(t) \dl<C

for some finite C independent of n. This condition is not satisfied merely by

virtue of regularity conditions, and the crux of the problem is the investiga-

tion of (5.02).

In the discussion of this and analogous integrals we can disregard the in-

tervals (0, i/n) and (ô, w) for a fixed positive ô if x and \p, \ respectively are

suitably restricted. This follows from the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. We have

(5.03) 9c„(/)=0(»).

The same estimate holds for Nn(t) and Nn(l)- Further

_ 1 /
(5.04) Nn(t) = — cot — + 0(n).

2-ir 2

By definition

¿■TcPn      k=0 L m=\ J

so that

i ! A 2» + 1      " .
5«n(0  |    è ■ ■ E(2^   +   1)  I  Pn-k |    è     o      ■ , E I   Pn-k |

¿ir\Pn\       k=o 2ir \P„\       k=0
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This estimate together with (1.05) shows that (5.03) holds. The estimates for

the other functions follow from their definitions together with (5.03).

Lemma 2. If xcE(L;f), then

/.l/n

(5.05) cb(t)Nnit)dt = oil).
Jo

Iffiu) is of bounded variation in ( — w, it) and x c E(L';f), then

/•l/n

(5.06) Nn(t)dx(t)=o(l).
Jo

In view of Definition 2, Lemma 1, and formulas (2.07), (2.11) and (2.13)

j     4>(t)Nn(t)dt = °{w*(-^)} = °0)'

J   " Nn(t)dX(t) = °{n^(~)} = °W-

Lemma 3. If x c E(L;f), then

J. l/n
Nn(t)f(t)dt = o(l).

a

We have

/» l/n /» l/n 1 /» l/n ¿

lim   I     t(t)N»(t)dt = lim   I      í(t)Ñn(t)dt -\-lim   I     ^(/)cot — dt.
e->0 Jé «-»0 J< 2ir e-.o  J; 2

Here the first expression on the right is

0{n*(±)} = o(l)

by Definition 2 (iv), Lemma 1, and formulas (2.08) and (2.10), whereas the

second expression is o(l) since/(«) exists (cf. formula (4.12)).

Lemma 4. // x c E(L' ; f), then

/.l/n

(5.08) Ñnit)d<bit) = o(l).
«J 0

By Definition 2 and Lemma 1,

f        Ñn(t)d<b(t)      =   Oíiubí— \\    =   0(1).
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Lemma 5. If {/>„} satisfies the condition

n

(5.09) H\pk- Pk-l\  = 0(Pn),
k—l

then

(5.10) %il)=0iPn)

uniformly in tfor 0 < 5 ̂  11| g 7r.

We have

%(t) = ¿#*«*" = E(¿* - í*+i)5* + ¿ns„
jt=0 k-0

where
g(i+l)t( _  1

(5.11) Sk---— •
««' — 1

Hence by (1.05) and (5.09)

|W)I = |£lí*-ín-i| +l#-l ^(y) -<»(P«)-o(-y-)

where the 'V refers to «—><» and is independent of t, and the "0" refers to

i—>0 and is independent of n. This proves the lemma.

Condition (5.09) certainly holds if conditions (3.02) and (3.03) of Theorem I

are satisfied. Indeed, then | P„| —» °o, and if

n

W„ -  E¿ |/>* - ít-l I  = 0(Pn),   Wo m 0,
k—l

then
"   . "      1 "-l HA HZ

^» -    E I ¿* - Ít-X I   =    E  -iWk - Wk-l)   =    E + —
fc-1 *-l    « »_1   ¿(¿  +  1) «

from which the conclusion follows immediately. The conclusion holds if only

(3.02) is satisfied and |P„|—►<» . Otherwise (still under assumption of (3.02))

it is readily found that the seriesET^ \pk~pk-i\ converges, and

m+p /  1 \
(5.12) _C I ̂ * — P*-i I = o( — ).

k-m \m/

Lemma 6. // {p,} satisfies condition (5.09), then the integrals

(5.13) f    Nnit)Pit)dt,        f    Nnit)Pit)dt,        f    NniDdxit),      f\(t)dib(t)
J¡ Js Jt Js

lend to zero as «—»°o, 8 being fixed >0.
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We have merely to show that the kernels tend to zero uniformly in t,

0 <rj^/^7T, as m—>oo . But this follows from Lemma 5 together with formulas

(4.07) and (4.14).

The discussion is consequently reduced to the interval (1/w, 5).

6. Estimates of the kernels. We have to find suitable estimates for the

kernelsA7„(í)and./Vrn(¿)in the interval (1/w, 5). Such estimates can be found by

fairly crude methods which nevertheless give rather accurate results provided

the sequence {pv} is sufficiently regular. Since $„(0 enters in both kernels we

start by estimating this function.

We put

(6.01) \P*\ = rn,    Rn = r0 + ri + ■ ■ ■ + r„,

and introduce the step functions

(6.02) r(«) = rr.j, R(u) = Rlu]

where [u] as usual denotes the largest integer fíu. Finally we put

(6.03) l'o=0,      Vn=   EI Pk - Pt-i I ,      V(u) = V[u].

Consider

n

(6.04) <£„(/) =   2>*«*" = Si +S|    (t > 0)
k— 0

where k ranges over the integers ^t= [l/t] in Si and over the integers >t

but ^ n in 2,. It is clear that

El**!   -     I>k - Rr =» ä(4"Y
t=0 *-0 \  í  /

(6.05) |Si| á

Further,

n-l

Sf -   -  />rSr +    E(/»t -  Pk+0Sk + PnSn
k—r

where St is defined by (5.11). Since 1*5*1 gir, we get

(6 .06) I S, I   g — <   \pr\+    lllPk- Pk+l \+\Pn\   }
t       { k=T 1

or

(6.07) ¡S, - "?{ r(~r) + r{n) + F(w) " v ("7 ~ 0} '
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The same estimates apply for ¿<0. Consequently

(6.08)      \%(± i) I ̂  #(y) + y {'(y) + K«) + Vin) - f(Í - i\j ,

and referring to formulas (4.08) and (4.14) we see that

' Nn(t) |   } <

Nn(t) |   J   -

jIKD+tKD+^+^-Kt-1)]}-
(6.09)

2t\Pn

By virtue of (1.05) this estimate implies the existence of a positive constant.

A such that

I #»(<) hi
(6.10) > g ¿   M„i(í) + Mn2(/) + M„3(0 + M.4Í0  ,

M»i(/) =-R\—\,   Mni(t) =-M — J,
tR(n)     \tj t2R(n)    \ I J'

where

(6.11)
r(n) it ( 1 \)

Mm(i) =-i Afn4(0 =--{ K(«) - V[-1 )}
t2Rin) t2Rin)\ \t J)

7. The Fejér cases. In order that

(7.01) f  4>(t)Nn(t)dt = o(l)
J I/;.

at (F)-regular points it is sufficient that

(7.02) f   \Nnit)\dt<C,
J l/n

and in order that

(7.03) f  m^n(t)dt = o(l)
•/l/n

at (F)-regular points it is sufficient that

(7.04) f    | 27.(0 |<ft<C.
•/l/n

That conditions (7.02) and (7.04)  are satisfied under the assumptions of

Theorem I follows from
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Lemma 7. If the sequence \p,\ satisfies conditions (3.01), (3.02) and (3.03),

then

(7.05) f  Mnm(t)dt g M (m = 1, 2, 3, 4).
J l/n

Property (7.05) in the cases m = 2, 3, 4 ÄoMs î/we assume only that conditions

(3.01), (3.02) are satisfied.

For m = lwe have

¿5

5

f5 1     r5     / l\dt        1     /•»

(7.06) M„i(í)<íí=-—        ä(7-)t = 77T       *(*>Ji/„ -R(«) Ji/B    \t/t       R(n) Jin

which is bounded if and only if

}_ A Rk

Rn    eí     *

is bounded, and this is implied by and implies condition (3.03).

For m = 2 we have simply

rs i   rs / i\dt      i    /•»
Mn2(t)dt = ——        r( — )— = ——       r(s)ds < 1.

J1/n Rin)Ji/n \t/t2      Rin)Jui'

For w = 3

Mmit)dt = -^ — <-
1/n #(«)./l,n    <2 *„

which is bounded by virtue of (3.01).

Finally for m=4

/>-»•-5*^-Kt-1)]?

--Í-f"rfV(s)-—   ¿41 f,-*.,_, |
R(n)Jo Ä»    t_i

which is bounded by (3.02).

We have consequently proved that part of Theorem I which refers to

(F)- and (F)-effectiveness.
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8. The Lebesgue cases. The problem which confronts us in the four

Lebesgue cases, (L), (L), (L') and (V), is of the following form: w(i) is a

function of bounded variation such that

(8.01) «o(0 s   f   \du(s)\ = oit);
Jo

find sufficient conditions in order that

(8.02) f  Knit)Mt) = o(l).*
J l/n

In the four cases the symbols have the following meaning:

Case

(L)

(L)

(£')

(¿0

Kn(0

Nn(t)

Nn(t)

Nn(t)

Nn(t)

oil)

*l(0

Pl(t)

x(0

*W

In order to prove the remaining part of Theorem I it is consequently sufficient

to prove

Lemma 8. // {p,\ satisfies conditions (3.01), (3.02), (3.03) of Theorem I,

and ifu(t) satisfies (8.01), then\

(8.03) I    Mnm(t)dt**(t) = o(l) (m - 1, 2,3, 4).
J l/n

Property (8.03) »'» <Ae cases m = 2, 3, 4 AoWs í/we assume only that conditions

(3.01), (3.02) are satisfied.

We have

(8.04)    f° Mni(t)duoit) =—- f   ä(—j—
Ji/„ R(n)Jlln    \t/t

du>o(t)

' ¿){[s(7)t-("I,.+ /,>("7 a(t)¿' - £"<« (I)} '

* By this notation we mean to say that, being given an arbitrarily small «>0, we can find a

S=o(() and an n<,=n<,(t) such that the left-hand member of (8.02) will be g « in absolute value

for n^no.
t The integrals here are taken in the sense of Stieltjes-Young while the interval of integration

is always assumed to be closed. For the justification of the integrations by parts extensively used

in the subsequent discussion we refer to the recent paper by Evans [l ], Lemma II, p. 217.
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Here the integrated part is o(l) since (8.01) holds and R(n)-+<», by (3.03).

The second term is

\R(n)JUn    \t ) t j {Rin)Ji       s )

by (3.03). The third term is

oí- f   IdRi — ) |> = o\- f   dR(s)\ = o(l).
U(«)Ji/„l      \t)\) \Rin)Jo )

This settles the case m — \. Next we have

(8'05) -¿{[,(t)7-(')1+2/,':(t)-"(')7

-X,> f. *(t)}-
Here the integrated part is o(l) by condition (3.01). The second term is

°\R(ñ)J1/nr\j)j}   =O\^"J0   r{s)dS)   =0(1)'

The third term in (8.05) is

°UwJ1/n7r \7/|j -0ti(iöJi í|dr(í)| j

= o^ ——   Y,k\rk- r*_! | \ = oil),
KRin)   *_! J

the sum being OiR„) by assumption (3.02). Hence (8.03) holds for m = 2.

For m = 3

/•« r(«)   f5    1
Mn3it)do>oit) = ——• — dco0(0

Jl/„ R(n)J l/n   t2

(8.06)
Kw) Í r i> rs ) / nrn\

= -—< k(/)r2]1/n+2      U0(t)r*dt\ = 0(—-) - 0(i)
P(»H Jl/n ) \Rn/

by assumption (3.01).
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Finally we have for m = 4 :

f   Mni(t)duo(t) = — f   (V(») -y(—- l)\\d»oit)
Jl/n Rin) Jl/nL \  t /J  t2

(8'07) = ¿{([',w-,/(t-1)]7"*,)1

+ 20[KW-v(i-l)]„.(,)á,-/^(,)i,K(l-1)}.

The integrated part is o(l) by (3.02).* The second term is

°{ikfSn",-r(7-1)]^-°{1)-
the same being true for the third term (cf. end of §7). This completes the

proof of Lemma 8 and hence also of Theorem II.

9. The semi-monotone case. The conditions of Theorem I are sufficient

but certainly not necessary. In §11 we shall encounter Fourier-effective defi-

nitions (N, p,) which do not satisfy conditions (3.01), (3.02). Condition (3.03)

on the other hand seems to have intrinsic character. This is shown, at least in

part, by Theorem II, the proof of which will be now given. Conditions (3.01),

(3.02) are certainly satisfied if p,>0 and the sequence \pv) is monotone de-

creasing. We designate as the semi-monotone case the one where p,>0 and

conditions (3.01), (3.02) hold. This is the hypothesis of Theorem II, which

will be assumed now. Hence we have

(9.01) npn = 0(Pn), Vn = 0(Pn),

whereas

_1     »    pk
(9.02) lim—   X) - - + oo.

,«-»•» P„   k-i    k

Under these assumptions we shall prove that

(9.03) hm"   f  | Nn(t)\dt = + »,
n—»oo   J Q

which suffices to prove Theorem II. We use the notation of the preceding

paragraphs except for the modification that p(u) and P(m) will replace r(u)

and R(u) respectively.

* This is obvious when Rn—» ». Otherwise we use (5.12) to show that V{n) — V(l/6 — 1) =o(5)

and so the conclusion still holds.
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In order to prove Theorem II we have to give a more careful estimate of

A7„(/). For this purpose we estimate (£„(<) and ©„(/) separately for i>0. Pro-

ceeding as in §6, we write

(9.04) e„(<) = 2U + S12, ©„(0 = 221 + 2M,

where O^k^r in Su and S2i, and r<H«in 2B and 222, and obtain the

estimates

(9.05) Su > PTcos 1 > — p( — Y

9M)   ¡^¡I^IKD+^'+^-Kt-1)}-
Then

(T\Nn(t)\dt>      f      \Nn(t)\dt
Jo J l/n

r1   | sin (» + 4)i |                r1       221d/
a    I      -Snd/ —   I      --—

Jl/n .       t J l/n(9.07) Jl/n .        t Ji/n .        t
2-wPn sm — 2wPn sin —

2 2

r1     \2i2\dt      | /-i

•'l/n / «/l/n

222    d¿

2-?rP„ sin — 27rPn sin —
2 2

Lemma 7 together with (9.06) shows that the last two integrals are bounded.

Further

-¿' = 77T       221— = 7r7 2>*sintt —
Jl/n t 2Pn J l/n ¿ 2Pn J i/„L Jt=0 J   /

2irPn sin —
2

1     !£î      /"»'»sin M         Pn_!  r'sin î
= —    Z>*J      -7-*<-7T-|    -ds<\.

"„     k-l      Jl/n t ¿Fn  Jo        S

By an analogous argument (Lemma 8) it is readily proved that

(9.080 f     -    ,".   .<t>(t)dt = o(l),
J i/n 2tt P„ sin \t

provided xcE(L;f).
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It remains to consider

C1   I sin (n + \)t I c1    i / l\dt
J- ' Xndt > |sin(M + |)i|p(_)_

•/l/n í J l/„ \  I /   t
sin —

2

1 f     / 1 \ d7

2 J£b   \t / t '

where £„ is the subset in (1/», 1) where | sin (ra+D'l =h- This set consists of

a number of intervals 7i, /,,•••, 7TO, where the enumeration proceeds from

left to right. With the exception of the first and possibly also of the last in-

terval they are all of the same length, 2A say, and are separated by intervals

of length A. Suppose now that Ii is kept fixed but all other intervals are moved

to the left until they abut upon each other. Denote the interval into which 7*

is carried by /*. In this process 7* is shifted a distance 5* = (k — 1)A to the left,

so that its left end point falls at (2k —3/2)A. It follows that any point in 7*

has a distance from the origin which exceeds two thirds of the distance from

the origin of the corresponding point in 7*. Hence

Jik   \t J t        JJk   \s + bJ

ds

r     /    s       1\     s      ds       2   r     / 2 \

Jjk   \s + èk   s/s + ôk   s       3 JJk   \3s)

and

rJ,(i)f>l f rP(i)t
Je„   \ t / t        3    k-i   Jjk    \3s/ s

2 ,.2/(3«)     /2\ds      2   r2nl3

3 Jl/n \3S/    S 3   Ja

where a is a quantity near to 1 whose numerical value is of no importance.

We have consequently

rl   I sin (» + \)t I 1    rinls        du
(9.09) -!-—^2„á/>— P(u)~.

Jl/n t 3P„Ja U
Pn sin —

2

In order to complete the proof of (9.03) we have now merely to show that

(9.10) p( — )>dPin)
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with a fixed positive 8. Indeed, if this is the case the preceding discussion

shows that the left-hand side of (9.07) cannot remain bounded as n—>°°.

But (9.10) is a special case of the following

Lemma 9. If pn>0 and npn<CP„for every n, then

v        1
(9.11) 0<(á-¿-

u        t

implies the existence of a 5 = 5(e) such that

P(v)       1
(9.12) 0 < 5 g -è — ■

P(u) ~~   5

We may suppose 1 á¡<<» without loss of generality. Then if u<w,

K   Pk [w]
P(w) - P(u) = p(u+l) + ■■■ + p(w) < C £ -< CP(w) log-J-f •

[u]+l    k [u\

We can then choose a X > 1, independent of u, such that

[w]      1
Clog—- < —    for    w ?£ \u,

[u\       2

and consequently

(9.13) P(u) g P(w) < IPiu) if u ^ w g X«.

Hence if m is the least integer for which v^\mu we have

P(v) < 2mP(u)

which suffices to prove the lemma.

Hence (9.10) holds and we have finished the proof of Theorem II. A par-

ticularly important special case of this theorem is the following

Theorem Hi. If p„>0 and pn is ultimately monotone decreasing, then con-

dition (3.03) is necessary and sufficient for (F)-effectiveness of the method

(N, pv), and if this condition holds, the method is Fourier-effective as well.

The assumptions imply that (3.01) and (3.02) hold so that Theorem II

applies.

It follows from the proof of Theorem II together with Lemmas 7 and 8,

and formula (9.080 that if p„>0 and (3.01) and (3.02) hold, then

(9.14) lim N«lf(x),p,] -/(*)
n—»oo

at an (L)-regular point if and only if
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1    f»   sin (n + §)*(_ )
lim — I      -—-< 22Pk cos kt>p(t)dt = 0
<•-"» Pn J l/n Sin \t ItiSl 1

which is the case if and only if

(9.15) lim — J    sin nt < Eí* cos kt>p(t) — = 0.
n-">PnJl/n \ktSl ) t

But we can go a step further, as is shown by

Theorem III. Let pn>0, and suppose that (3.01) and (3.02) are satisfied'

Then

1   rs / 1 \       ¿7
(9.16) lim— I    sinwiPf — U(i)—= 0

»-.» P„Ji/„ \ t / t

is a necessary and sufficient condition in order that (9.14) shall hold at an (L)-

regular point.

Remark. Similar criteria are obtainable in this case for the summability

of the conjugate, the derived, and the derived conjugate series.

The difference between the two expressions under the limit signs in

(9.15) and (9.16) is 0(i») where

(9.17) á» = T~ f Wl *W I dt>     D® -   T,k2pk.
Pn  Jl/n *(S 1

The usual integration by parts gives

o„ = — \[D(t)t*(t)]'1/n-  f D(t)$(t)dt -  f   *(t)tdD(t)\
Pn  \ Jl/n Jl/n )

= oí—([t2D(t)]\/n+ f tD(t)dt-  f   t2dD(t)\i

= o{j([PD(t)]un- f   PdD(tty

where the last step follows from a second integration by parts. But

/» 5 nt2dD(t) g 2~2k~*-k2pk < Pn
l/n k-1

and

which shows that S„ = o(l), and proves the theorem.
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The following sufficient condition for (N, /»„)-summability is analogous

to a well known convergence criterion due to Lebesgue.

Theorem IV. If pn>0 and if {p,} satisfies (3.01) and (3.02),and if, for a
particular x c E(L;f),

(9.18) lim7r \<b[t + — )-4>(t) Pi— )— = 0,
n— P» J,/,  I      \ nf \      \t )   t

then (9.14) holds.

Formula (9.16) is our point of departure. A glance at the proof of Lemma 1

shows that we can replace l/n by ir/»= »? in the lower limit of this integral.

Now

2 I     (sin nt)P I —)<b(t) —

= f   '(sin ns)[<b(s) - <b(s + r?)]pf—j —

+ /i'"'(sin«)[i.(i)-p(7^-)]*(s + ,,

+ j    \sin ns)p(—— U(

-  f   (sinns)p(—-~)cb(s + r,)
Jo \s + y/

+  f     (sin ns)p(—U(s)

= Zuk.

ds

s

yds

s(s + n)

ds

s + v

•s /l\ ds

fc-i

The estimates of these various expressions follow standard procedure so we

can restrict ourselves to a mere outline of the argument. Ui will tend to zero

after division by P„ by virtue of (9.18). Next, for 0 <a <ß,

P(ß) - P(a) =   f   p(t)dt + 0{p(a)} +0{p(ß)}
Ja

so that

Ut = oifS\<b(s + v)\ *£'    p(t)dt}+o{f |0(s + ,)|f(l)*|
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The usual method of integration by parts leads to a number of expressions

each of which is almost immediately seen to be o(Pn). The only term which

causes difficulties is

J. j ds r11' (  rl ds r11' )
*(' + H)— P(t)dt = » - P(t)dt\   =  0(Pn)

„ s  Ji/(,+v) wt   s Ji/(,+,) ;

as is seen by interchanging the order of the two integrations. Further

P„ lPBJ,    |V' '"     \s + vJs(s + r,)i

=°Uj U(*+i)i^| = "(D

since x c E(L;f). Finally U\ and U6 are o(l), the former because x c E(L;f),

the latter because the length of the interval of integration tends to zero. This

completes the proof of Theorem IV3.

We finish the discussion of the semi-monotone case with a remark on the

Lebesgue constants of the corresponding kernels Nn(t). Lemmas 7 and 9 plus

formulas (7.06), (9.07) and (9.09) prove

Theorem V. If pn>0 and the sequence {p,\ satisfies conditions (3.01) and

(3.02), then there exist positive constants A and B independent of n such that

(9.19) AQ(n) <   f   | Nn(t) | dt < BQ(n),
Jo

where

(9.20) ec
1   /•- P(u)

n) = — I      -du.
PnJl U

We have clearly

(9.21) Q(n)£ log n.

On the other hand, if Qo(u) is a given logarithmico-exponential function,

positive and continuous for 0 <u, which becomes infinite with u and which

satisfies the inequality

1
(9.22) Q¿(«)<—» «>0,«

then we can construct an example of a definition of summability (A/, p,)
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such that (9.19) holds with Q(n) replaced by Qo(w)-t We have merely to take

(9.23) po = Po(l), Pn = Poin +1) - Poin),

where
1 I   ru     ds   )

(9.24) P„(M)=-—exp{ ——I
Qoiu) ( J i    sQo(s) )

The functions Pó(u)/Po(u) and P0" (w)/P0(w), being logarithmico-exponen-

tial functions, are ultimately of a constant sign and monotone. The conditions

on Qo(u) ensure that PÓ (u) is always positive and tends to zero as u—> <*>.

Since Po" (u) ultimately keeps a constant sign, this sign must be negative.

It follows that pn>0 and ultimately monotone decreasing. Hence the se-

quence {p,} satisfies the conditions of Theorem V, and a simple calculation

shows that the function Q(n), computed from formula (9.20) for this choice

of {p,\, differs from the given function Qo(n) by a quantity which remains

bounded as »—»<». Thus (9.19) holds with Q(n) replaced by Qo(n). It is

clear that the assumption that Qo(u) be a logarithmico-exponential function

can be replaced by less stringent conditions.

10. Examples. We shall give some illustrations of the preceding results.

We begin by taking

(lo.i) p» = (» + i)-1+a. SR(«) > o.

For real values of a between 0 and 1 the corresponding method (N, p,) is

equivalent to (C, a). It is easily seen that the conditions of Theorem I are

satisfied by this sequence, so the method is Fourier-effective.

The case a = 0 leads to a definition of summability (N, p,) which is not

(P)-effective, since the sequence is monotone decreasing, but (3.03) is not

satisfied. The method (N, (v + i)-1) is clearly equivalent to the method of

summation defined by

1      i      Xo Xi Xn\

(10.2) ,„---{-TT + -+    •+Tr'\ogn \n + 1      n 1 )

called harmonic summation by M. Riesz [7]. It follows that the harmonic

means do not define an (P)-effective method of summation. J A necessary and

f Some time ago one of the authors mentioned the problem of constructing a method of summa-

tion with preassigned rate of growth of the corresponding Lebesgue constants to Dr. R. P. Agnew

who then proceeded to construct methods of summation equivalent to convergence having this

property.

i We are indebted to Professor M. Riesz for the information that this result has already been

found by one of his former pupils, Dr. N. K. A. Juringius, who, however, to the best of our knowledge,

has not published any proof.
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sufficient condition that the wth harmonic mean of a Fourier series shall con-

verge to/(x) at an (Z,)-regular point is by Theorem III that

■{ 1 dt
sin nt log — <t>it) —

lognJi/n t t

a sufficient condition is by Theorem IV

1     rs
(10.3) lim- I     sinw/log— 4>it)— = 0;

1 gnJi/n

(10.4) lim-- f    \<t>(t + — )-<t>it)
M-.» log« JT/n \   \        n/

1 dt
log-= 0.

It is clear that we can also consider sequences of the form

(10.5) />„=(«+ l)"1+a[log in + e)]«. ■ ■ ■ [\ogß(n + e„)]<"«.

The corresponding method (N, />„) is found to be Fourier-effective if 9î(a) >0,

but not even (.F)-effective if a = 0 and the other a's are real.

An example of a Fourier-effective definition (iV, pv) which satisfies (3.01)

and (3.03) but not (3.02) is given by

p, — 1, or 2, according as v ?£ m2, or v = m2        (m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

Indeed, this definition sums any series which-is summable (C, 1) and whose

partial sums are o(«1/2). It is well known that for the classes of trigonometric

series which we are considering the partial sums are o(log n) at (*)-regular

points.

11. Applications of the relative inclusion theory. It is well known that the

arithmetic means of the first order, (C, 1) = (A7,1) = (R, 1), define a Fourier-

effective method of summation. It follows that if a regular method of sum-

mation A, defined by the matrix 2l = ||aOT„||, includes the method (C, 1), i.e.

if every series summable (C, 1) is also summable A to the same sum, then A

is also Fourier-effective.

Putting
m

(11.1) y m =  E0*»*» >
n=0

1 B
(11-2) z»-—   2Zxk,

n + 1   *_o

we find that the transformation from the sequence {z„} to the sequence

{yn} is given by

m-l

(11.3) ym =   E(w + l)(«m„ — amn+i)zn + (m + l)ammzm.

„-0
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Applying the Silverman-Toeplitz conditions to this transformation we find

that it is regular if and only if

m-l

(11.4) Z(«+ 1)| o«. - amn+l\ + (m+l)\amm\ < C]
n-0

independent of m, the other conditions being satisfied by virtue of the as-

sumed regularity of A.

If in particular A = (A7, pv) or (i?, p,), condition (11.4) becomes

n-l

(11.5) »| po| +  I>- k)\pt-pt-i\ <C|P„| ,
*-i

n-l

(11.6) £(*+   I)\pt-Pk+1 I   +(n+l)\Pn\   <C\Pn\
k-0

respectively.

Condition (11.5) is satisfied if, e.g., {p,} is any monotone increasing

sequence subjected to the regularity condition pn/Pn-*0. Such a sequence

satisfies (3.03) automatically, and (3.02) only if it also satisfies (3.01), i.e.

if npn = 0(Pn). Thus we see that both (3.01) and (3.02) may be violated by

a Fourier-effective method (A7, p,).

Conditions (11.5) and (11.6) throw an interesting light on Theorem IL..

We have seen that (3.03) is necessary and sufficient for Fourier-effectiveness

if Pn>0 and pn is ultimately monotone decreasing. Such a sequence {pr}

certainly satisfies (11.6) so that if P„—>°o the method (R, pv) defined by the

same sequence is Fourier-effective without further restrictions. In particular,

(A7, (v+1)-1) is not (F) -effective, whereas (R, (v+1)-1) is even Fourier-effec-

tive. For an application of the latter, the logarithmic means, to the sum-

mability of Fourier series, see G. H. Hardy [3], who gives reference to earlier

investigations in the field.
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